Mechanical Properties and Tableting Behavior of Amorphous Solid Dispersions.
Amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs) consisting of acetaminophen (APAP) and copovidone were systematically studied to identify effects of drug loading and moisture content on mechanical properties, thermal properties, and tableting behavior. ASDs containing APAP at different levels were prepared by film casting and characterized by differential scanning calorimetry and nanoindentation. The glass transition temperature (Tg) continuously decreased with increasing amount of APAP, but the hardness of ASDs was increased at a low APAP content and reduced at high APAP content. This in turn significantly influenced tablet quality. Water reduced both the hardness and Tg of ASDs, and the APAP loading level corresponding to the transition to the softening mechanism was lower at a higher relative humidity. Overall, the mechanical properties, rather than the thermal properties, better represent the plasticization/antiplasticization effect of small molecule to ASDs.